
Turning contact center data into  
compelling insights used to enrich and 
revitalize human interactions.

GOAL
As the leader in omnichannel commerce technology and operations, Radial, 

Inc. (a bpost group company) helps premier brands around the world compete 

in rapidly evolving markets, anticipate and respond to industry disruption, and 

deliver their brand promises. 

Despite high expectations for the assistance provided by its contact center, some 

Radial customer service agents were using words and phrases that implied they 

could not (or would not) help the customer—a scenario that caused friction and 

increased customer effort. 

To quickly preserve and then reinvigorate its customer experience, Radial 

turned to Calabrio Analytics.

ANALYSIS & KEY FINDINGS
Contact center leaders knew important insights enabling them to reduce 

the effort required by customers were hiding within mountains of customer 

interaction data. They needed those insights—and fast.

First, Radial contact center leaders used Calabrio Sentiment Analysis to 

investigate the issue. After listening to a statistically significant count of phone 

contacts, they found frequent phrase hits for agents in the +/- 1st standard 

deviation that fell into the “powerless to help” category:

• “I wish we could”

• “company policy”

• “impossible”

• “not allowed”

• “nothing I can do”

• “unfortunately”

• “regrettably”

• “can’t do that”



Simply identifying the phrases, however, wasn’t enough. To fix the problem, 

leaders knew they needed to understand why some agents felt “powerless to 

help” the customer. Specifically, they wanted to know:

• the characteristics of agents naturally inclined—or disinclined—to 

advocate for customers; 

• if it were possible to teach customer advocacy to those agents not 

naturally inclined to be one;

• the characteristics of agents unlikely to learn to become a customer 

advocate; and

• best practices for teaching agents about customer advocacy.

SOLUTION
Based upon their findings, Radial contact center leaders built a robust, multi-

faceted training program that teaches agents how to be better customer 

advocates, so customers experience less effort.

• Agents are taught to use “advocacy” language—language that indicates 

the agent is on the customer’s side and taking control of the customer’s 

issue to reduce real or perceived customer effort—while reducing the 

use of “powerless to help” language. Advocacy words and phrases include 

“accommodation,” “no problem at all,” “here’s what I can do,” “what I’m 

going to do,” “would suggest” and “definitely take a look at.”

• Role-play exercises specifically target high-friction contact types, 

helping agents learn how to shift verbiage from the issue at hand to 

creating an immediate resolution. Supervisors repeat the role-play 

exercises with agents once per week over a four-week period in order to 

create muscle memory.

• New training materials and programs—including team huddles, one-on-

one coaching and reinforcement sessions with supervisors—guide more 

positive phrasing and continual improvement.



“By helping agents shift the language they use 
away from what they can’t do and instead focus in a 
positive way on what they can do, we’ve armed Radial 
contact center agents to tap clever, new skills that 
significantly improve our customer experience every day. 
We’ve neutralized a significant financial threat while 
making both customers and agents much happier.”

– NICOLE PRICE, CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE MANAGER, RADIAL

RESULTS
Thanks to its WFO analytics initiative, Radial realized dramatic improvements in 

customer satisfaction—including a significant three-percent improvement in first 

contact resolution—and in metrics related to customer perceptions, such as rep 

knowledge and rep demeanor. 

As a result, it expects to realize material savings this year based upon a reduction in 

the number of repeat calls and the achievement of key customer metric targets.

 3% NET FIRST CONTACT RESOLUTION

 2.48% NET REP KNOWLEDGE

 2.17% NET CSAT

 .56% NET REP DEMEANOR

 $88,720 ANNUALIZED CLIENT SAVINGS

 $74,400 ANNUALIZED RADIAL SAVINGS


